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You of the finer sense,
Broken against false knowledge,
You who can know at first hand,
Hated, shut in, mistrusted:
Take thought.
I have weathered the storm,
I have beaten out my exile.
Ezra Pound
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Annihilation, by Jeff VanderMeer
Book Review by Krista Pohlmeyer
Annihilation, the first book of the Southern Reach Trilogy by Jeff VanderMeer,
' follows the story of a biologist who travels into Area X- a place others have seen, but have
never been able to understand. It has been quarantined off for decades, due to its
impossibly hazardous terrain, strange creatures, and eerie quality, hence only those
approved can cross the border. Our biologist, whose name has been stripped for the sake of
objectivity during her exhibition, sets out to catalog and study the exotic species inhabiting
Area X. She also travels with a psychologist- the appointed leader- and a surveyor and an
anthropologist. Their first discovery, deep underground, is the strangest anomaly they
encounter, and soon consumes the biologist in her quest to understand Area X. She craves
to know what it used to be, what it has come to be, and why the eleven exhibitions before
her failed to uncover the mystery. Yet the biologist's own life is full of mysteries and
secrets, which slowly unfold through her journal entries while in Area X.
A suspenseful book, Annihilation catches one's attention with a powerful narrator
and a fantastical world. The voice of the biologist is strong, creating a kinship between the
main character and the reader, and her need to uncover the truth of Area X draws the
reader in. Furthermore, VanderMeer's skill in writing is showcased through powerful
scenic description that conjures a new world before the mind's eye. The reader becomes
entranced, sharing the biologist's need to discover the unknown of Area X no matter the
cost. However, the book creates more questions than it answers, ultimately leaving the
reader confused. We are given thousands of possibilities as to what Area X could be, but by
the end the reader feels as if they know less than they knew in the beginning.
All in all, Annihilation is a gripping book that keeps one reading long into the night.
Those interested in science fiction with beautiful prose and magical scenery will be unable
to put it down, while those with an interest in mystery will be pulled along by the story
waiting to be uncovered from the very first pages of the book. This is reinforced by the
strong main character, ultimately creating an all-around sensational reading experience.
Paramount Pictures/Scott Rudin Productions has acquired movie rights, although no
further information has been released yet.
Jeff VanderMeer is a well-known writer who has mastered many different genres.
Not only has he won the BSFA Award for best nonfiction, but he has also won the World
Fantasy Award three times along with numerous other nominations. He has taught writing
from the Yale Writers' Conference to Shared Worlds, a science fiction/fantasy writing camp
he co-founded at Wofford College. His wife, Ann VanderMeer, is also a published author
who has worked with VanderMeer as a co-editor and -teacher on many of his best works.
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Yell Hound Blues, by Anne Barngrover '08
Book Review by Emily Smith
The title of Anne Barngrover's book, Yell Hound Blues, immediately anchors the
reader ~'n the folkloric reality the poem~ occupy. According to Barngrover herself, the Yell
Hound JS a black dog found ongmally m Devon folklore, often representing the devil, a
demon, or a scorned soul." There are certainly a number of scorned souls who speak
through Barngrover's poems who have been demonized by various forces including forme r
lovers, those who judge the blue-collar Southern culture this book celebr;tes, and-at one
point-even those who uphold the traditional "form" of poetry over compelling content, as
illustrated in the striking piece entitled "This Poem is a Real Bitch."
The section titles of the book, "Mouthful of Gimme" and "Handful of Much Obliged,"
are taken from Bessie's Smith's "Gulf Coast Blues," but they also serve to highlight a sense
of give-and-take, of desire, thwarted and satisfied, that pervades a majority of the poems.
Barngrover's work paints a vivid image of a working class Southern community, embracing
"the hail-broke houses, porches/pockmarked with cans ofbeer,j the wood gone dark from
the rain/ & wet sawdust of gonna do it later." There are references to several separate
locations, including places in Georgia, Louisiana, and several in Florida, but the reader gets
the sense that it does not particularly matter the name of the town in which any particular
speaker resides, only the town itself, the culture, the triumphs and the tragedies which
course through its veins day in and day out. The poems cover a wide variety of
experiences, but all of them seem to be in search of "What Lasts" - the title of the first poem
in the collection. Through love and loss, hangovers and heartbreaks which change you for
the worse or for the better, there are a few things which are constant-and it is these
elusive benchmarks Barngrover's speakers seek-and occasionally find.
The poems are an eclectic bunch, often including elements of narrative and even
dialogue, but also containing profoundly descriptive moments which force the reader to
stand suspended in time and consider the significance a seemingly ordinary object might
hold. In "Mmmm My Trashy Love," Barngrover plays with items associated with "lowclass" or "trashy" lifestyles and weaves a compelling narrative of a romantic relationship
from juxtaposing these seemingly "ugly" and "insignificant" objects which are considered to
be of low economic and sentimental value. Her speaker says, "[Y]our hair is a Burger King
bikini brawl,/ your skin a Natty Lite that's thrown/against the screen." Often, indications of
"culture" are strongly tied to food or rituals and social gatherings which include foo d as one
of their chief components, from "Kraft singles drool/through lumps of grits" to the
celebration of "Food Truck Thursday."
Barngrover utilizes a great deal of natural imagery, and in addition to the typical
invocations of forests, lakes, and oceans, she includes natural disasters by referencing both
a tornado and Hurricane Katrina showing both the peaceful and destructive sides of nature
and demonstrating that material possessions are not "what lasts," are not what is most
important in a person's life. Most fascinating, however, are the moments whe n Barngrover
juxtaposes natural images with those of human society, as when a black bear is shown to be
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"loping down the parking lotjof Taco Bell" or when "[a] tomato plant/spurts form a Solo
cup." In the world Barngrover creates, humans' relationship to nature is not solely
cooperative or antagonistic; it is complex and multifaceted. However, she does seem to be
pointing out that, when the material trappings of civilization and forces of nature are in
conflict, nature will always persevere. While all objects representative of or useful in
human life have value, perhaps they are not among the things that "will last" through time.
Culture is also coded through religious imagery, as church services represent a
particular type of "social gathering," containing a microcosm of the communities in which
Barngrover's speakers reside. There are at least two references in two separate poems to a
former lover who regretted that the speaker did not "love Jesus more." In one poem, the
speaker recalls being in "a church that was made of bones," suggesting perhaps the
emptiness of institutionalized religious platitudes. Additionally, these images suggest that,
beyond the lofty- and perhaps ultimately empty-words of a sermon lie flesh and blood
human beings who have in them the potential to do either good or evil; both "what lasts"
and what matters lies in their bodies and their bones.
Though occasionally a phrase falls flat or edges towards the cliche (the speaker of
one poem refers to "the way/ he once tried to lace me down/ with his lies"), overall,
Barngrover finds strikingly effective ways to express complex ideas, including, among
others, love, envy, jealousy, and the cycle of life and death, in deeply personal, concrete, and
deceptively simple ways. Sometimes what is absent is more strongly felt than what is
present; at one point, Barngrover writes, "This is the world in a splendor j of loss." Indeed,
many of her speakers feel a great deal of loss, but all of them seem to possess an inner
strength, a will to continue on, that is uniquely human. Though these yell hounds may be
scorned, they remain. They will outlast the suffering and strive for something better. Near
the end of "What Lasts," the speaker says, "What I know is that the dog/ had worn a broken
chain." Expressed through her beautiful verse, Barngrover's speakers vow collectively to
break free of their chains, to live on their own terms, and in a world of impermanency, to be
"what lasts."
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The Object Parade, by Dinah Lenney
Book Review by Leona Vander Molen
Dinah Lenney's collection of essays entitled The Object Parade covers a wide array of
topics, time, and of course, objects. Through large and small pieces of her life, Lenney
explores her family relationships, careers of writing and acting, and past memories. The
Object Parade is Lenney's second memoir and is composed of over thirty individual essays,
each bringing with them an object and the memories attached. Her essays raise questions
about what it means to grow up, succeed, fail, and even love.
The objects centering each piece range from the mole above Lenney's lip to real and
metaphorical nests containing birds or her family. The essays themselves, often short in
pages, are packed with small sensory scenes and reflections about the people and objects
that helped Lenney grow and learn, as mother, an actor or simply as a person. Lenney
utilizes various forms and points of view, inviting the reading into her own narrative of
taking a bus to an audition or reading letter to her deceased father. The use of both first
and second person develop Lenney's voice and involve the reader in the experiences of
being a struggling young actor in New York, to mediating what was meant to be a joyous
dinner party turned into a political debate. "Your job now, to correct him; you, the hostess,
you, dying for a toothpick, trying to work the asparagus out from between your front teeth
with your tongue before you open your mouth." Although the situation may strike as
unrelatable, the desire to impress, contain and control are certainly not. In an essay
centered on her own piano she recalls a fight with her daughter over lessons ending in
tears and apologies "for bad tempers and ugly words." While in the essay foll owing, Lenney
introduces a scarf she knits during rehearsal of Hamlet as Gertrude with the line "Making
out for money," bringing wit and the realism of acting to the conversation. Her essays
touch on the topics of depression, adultery and loss while still acknowledging the humor in
life by including moments like dreaming about a piano lesson where the main concern is a
lack of shoes or writing to a coffee company because they stopped including the plastic
scoops in the can.
The complexities of relationships between her mother, children and friends are
illustrated through the object centering each piece, often providing a unique metaphor to
the many challenges and joys we all face in a lifetime. Her essays include ample
contemplation from Lenney, showing her own wishes, hope and failures thro ugh an
optimistic and charismatic voice. Whether dealing with the heavy or light hearted, the
therapy of a loved one or playing a reoccurring character on ER, Lenney captures attention
with striking images and dynamic syntax such as the beginning of her chapter on birds,
nests and her sister, "Still dark, the alarm not yet sound, that lumpy silhouette of a clock
still comatose, when the bird band begins to tune up." She has achieved a relatable
collection from the use of common to individualized objects and moments; which, though
varied in format, remains focused and poignant in the messages it delivers. Not everyone
has been destined to go to an open call audition in New York, but certainly we have all
asked ourselves "What are the chances ...what is this if not another sign?" as Lenney does in
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her opening essay while walking in the "New York cold, the kind that creeps up through the
pavement and into the soles of your shoes."
The seemingly insignificant become immense moments of transformation in
Lenney's explorations of the objects she considers. The stories contend the different paths
life offers and the constant struggle with growing up, whether as a child watching her
mother dress for an evening out or as a mother sending her daughter off to college.
Lenney's objects compose views within the memoir and show the beauty in the small,
overlooked or simply mislaid things carried through life.
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Here is What They Never Taught You
By Iryna Klisch
Here is what they never taught you. Your limbs can mold into feathers dipped in honey if
you swallow your tongue instead of your lie. Even Medusa was lonely. Here is what they
never taught you. Your fingers will be origami if you bend them enough, your voice will be
ice; condensed fog, melting mountains. Here is what they never taught you. Sunlight will
stain your liver a lot more than heartbreak. Your skin is not something you accidentally
bought at the gas station and your bones are not something you can dye into metal. Do not
make everything about satin sheets and lemon drops. Here is what they never taught you.
You have lamps inside of your wrists that haven't been turned on yet. You have Empires
writing revolutions in your spine. You have orange blood in your veins that are the
telephone wires of the mind. Here is what they never taught you. How Goodbye is not a
word, but a feeling. It can do awful things to your teeth, but I promise it will make your
voice stronger. Your heart is shaped in the form of a wing. Let your ankles do more. Your
name tastes like molasses, your eyes are jaded marbles. This body doesn't make you
human. Even Shakespeare felt rain, even your mother felt this kind of pain. Here is what
they never taught you. Love is an anatomy of sound, a blue orchestra in the middle of the
desert, Love is white silence, the space between your elbows and the threshold of your
thighs- an ocean's affair with the win, the glue that holds your soul inside.
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Look Alive!
By Michael Somes
1.

The man had been melting in the street for six hours now. His arm was drooping to
the ground, and his ear, which had been dangling upside down for quite some time, finally
fell off. The man made no effort to catch it. His feet had already been reduced to blobs by
the pavement, warmed by the New Mexico sun. His ankles were starting to liquefy, causing
the man to tilt and shrink.
Ozzy Faust watched this from his window in the "Town Hall" which housed the main
laboratory of the Faust Cosmetics and Preservation company. He rested his hand on the
latch to the "in case of emergency" box that housed the flamethrower. Perhaps he ought to
run out and put an end to the protester. He had purchased the flamethrower a few months
before at the recommendation of his head of security, who feared that the hordes of
plasticized men and women rallying in his street and melting might get unruly. Faust hadn't
used it yet, except in the training session, but the feeling when the hose bucked and threw
out a wall of heat and a focused orange jet of jellied gasoline made him reach for the handle
on the emergency box each time he thought of it.
He would wait the whole two days for the protester to finish reducing himself to a
puddle, and then he'd have his cleaning staff go out, collect the material, and recast him.
Most of the protesters had stopped coming after that, even the most dedicated gave up
after being dragged back to their bodies for the tenth time.
He hadn't asked any of them what they'd been so upset about. It would require him
going outside, getting in the sunlight, starting to drip and then hours of pushing and careful
application of ice packs in order to return to his normal self. Anyone he had sent out to ask
why joined with the mass of people slowly melting to the ground. Best to ignore them, the
bodies couldn't last in the heat anyway.
2.
A family walks down the street, a man, a woman, three children, the youngest is
pulling on his mother's arm as he tries to break away. His high pitched squealing and the
protests of the mother drown out the sounds of a truck hurtling downhill behind them; its
brakes have failed; it's picking up speed. The child breaks free of his mother's grasp and
runs out into the street, but the mother's quick hands catch his wrist. The number of
children is reduced to 2.3 as the truck flies by, catching everything but the child's forearm
in the radiator. It leaves behind nothing but a pink cloud and the faintest echo of a horrified
scream. The survivors stand in mute terror, mouths agape as a geyser of blood from the
severed forearm drenches them all. The video on stage cuts out. Ozzy listens to the
mutterings spreading through the crowd. He's got them. He bursts out from behind a velvet
curtain.
"Children are precious." He is greeted by applause. "We cannot afford to lose them.
Faust Cosmetics, and now, Preservation has devised a means to keep them safe forever."
Same shot of a family, same truck, only now, in the aftermath, the family laughs with
the truck driver in wreckage at the bottom of the hill as they scrape the putty that was their
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son out of the radiator, throw it into a melt-o-matic TM' and then recast their son back into
the world.
The crowd is almost silent, except for mutterings of "it can't be true."
"The Faust preservation procedure! Now clinically tested and FDA approved.
Become unstoppable!" Faust screamed, barely concealing his smile as he waits for his show
stopper.
A man emerges from back behind the velvet curtain, wielding a machete. He runs to
Faust, winds, and then swings through a full360, sending Faust's head arcing through the
air, before settling with a terminal plop on the stage. The crowd sits back, stunned.
A medical team runs on, soldering irons already hot, and grab Ozzy's head. They get
the flesh around his neck nice and warm and plop his head back on, twisting carefully to
ensure everything still lines up. An earlier crew had left him looking about ten degrees left
of center; they were still waiting to be reconstituted in the vats. Meanwhile, the crowd lost
it.
"And aren't you important too? Enjoy an eternity of youth with the Faust
Preservation process, using advanced polymer technology. Become invincible!"

3.
Looking back, Ozzy wished he had included a warning not to stand on pavement, or
anywhere in reflected, focused sunlight, or to sit in a car that had been in the heat all day
with the windows rolled up. The resulting class action lawsuit had almost ruined him.
He rang for his son on the intercom. Russell, an awkward, lanky teenager stalked
into the room. His bones and joints had been plasticized while they were still trying to fit
together into something that could reasonably be called a coordinated human being. Faust
had the procedure done on him when he was fourteen; he couldn't bear the thought of
someone learning to drive being vulnerable to being crushed, or flipped, or flung through
the air in a high arc, moving at over sixty miles an hour, before striking the hard pavement
and having bone and skin and organs mix together in ways evolution never could have
suspected. It was a good choice too, after having the procedure done his son had met with
all kinds of accidents. He fell of several high buildings and a bridge. He accidentally drank
sulfuric acid in the chemistry lab. Luckily they found him in time, or the material would
have been eaten away and they wouldn't be able to recast him. His son had also gotten
himself trapped in an industrial dryer, and lately had been blasting apart his face each time
he cleaned his shotgun. For this reason, Ozzy had decided against giving him a
flamethrower.
"You finish the coolant pack yet?" Ozzy put his arm around his son as he guided him
toward the window. The man in the street's legs had melted below the knee, and his hands
were becoming puddles as well now that they touched the pavement. "Do you see? They
need it."
"It's delayed." Russell replied.
"You always say that. You are two hundred and ... how many years?"
"I've lost track. It doesn't make any difference."
"The important thing is you're old enough you should be able to figure it out by now.
You're like me you know... " Ozzy waited for his son to say something. Russell started to
head back out. "Don't let them melt."
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A few minutes later, his son came walking out the front door of the office and into
the street. He doused the melting man in gasoline and threw a match on him. The man
vanished in an orange flower as the flames wrapped around his torso. The heat caused him
to twist and start to topple, but the melted material touching the street stuck fast, making
his shoulders and head break free and splash into an ever growing plastic puddle. The
whooshing sound as the fuel lit traveled all the way up to Ozzy's window.
4.
"It's like heaven, only your friends can come. The immortal colony of New Mexico,
presented by Faust Industries." the television in Ozzy's office plays the advertisement on a
loop. He always felt the pseudo 1860's western architecture looked better on TV than it did
in person. He had created the colony after far too many old, crippled, or just plain
unattractive people kept applying for the procedure. He tried turning them away and they
would keep showing up in front of the office holding signs "We're worth preserving!" So he
purchased three hundred acres in the desert and surrounded it with an electrified fence.
He'd been to a nursing home once, to visit his grandfather, and he might have been
able to handle it if it hadn't been for the smell. The heavy floral scents of all the cleaners
reminded him of a rotting fruit basket, and as he saw each of the old people hobble by he
imagined them slowly shriveling and bits of them breaking off. His grandfather had talked
in circles, each conversation going "how's it going?" "would you like a drink?", and then
"when are you leaving?" He'd change the answers up each time, and then worry that he'd
go to hell for doing so.
He pitied them, slowly degenerating with each other, pushed out of sight of their
younger relatives. He told his father about this and his father said 'Til be old someday, and
you will too."
No he won't.
5.

The finished coolant pack resembles a starfish. There is a central box for circulation
and then five tubes for the arms, legs, and head. He couldn't believe his son kept facing
delays, it was a basic pump really. Russell must have been overthinking it.
The front half of the protester's body settled into the mold. A lab assistant runs the
tubes down his arms as a second brings the newly cooled back plate forward.
6.
Russell sits on his race-car bed chipping away at bits of his arm with a fork. His
instinct to even wince or flinch at losing a chunk of himself had vanished a long time ago.
He could only tell it was happening when he saw the fork fly in and plow neat lines in the
"skin." He'd brush the shavings off, and then do it again.
How does he explain to his father that everyone is tired of it? That after the passing
of one-hundred and fiftieth year of the project the town had unanimously decided they
wanted nothing more than the undoing of plasticizing project? The decision had more
likely been reached at one-hundred years, but it took the next fifty for people to start
admitting that it was only when they got caught out in the afternoon, or were standing to
close to their open oven doors. And when they looked down and saw the material sagging
bending, and running to the floor. And in their terror of what would happen when they all
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melted away they wondered: waul? they be~ puddle, sti;l alive, immobile, feeling their
weight slowly shift and run downhill, maybe _mto a dram. How far would they go through
the pipes, before cooling back off and resoh_difymg, becomm~ a clog_down far b_elow the
streets? And would they finally feel somethmg when the dram cleanng agent hit, and they
were slowly eaten away by the chemicals? And, only much later, when not telling anyone
became too much to bear, did they admit to one another that their terrified gasps when
they saw their knees start to bubble and shift as they got warm were the only times in the
past two-hundred years that their breathing was anything more than a habit.
They started gathering in the street and all melting together. The problem with this
plan was the assumption that Russell's father was like them. That he also secretly liked to
melt, and when he saw they all did too, he'd try to undo the process. His father instead saw
it as a need to build a cooling system for them, to protect them from the dangers of excess
heat. They didn't realize he was the kind of man who still felt a race-car bed was
appropriate for a two-hundred and thirty-six year old because he still looked fourteen.
7.

The protester sat up on the table as the lab assistant finished tightening the screws
on the coolant pack. Ozzy walked over and threw the switch on the box, and a low hum
began as the coolant circulated. "That'll put a stop to the melting problems." Ozzy patted
the protester on the back.
The protester looked at Ozzy with wide eyes, "why?"
Ozzy chuckled, shook his hand, and walked out.

8.
The coolant packs were failing. The material was getting so cold it would stiffen up.
Russell had fallen down the stairs and his frozen legs shattered. His staff had tried to clean
it up, but they kept stumbling around and dropping things as their tools fell out of their
useless flat hands. Ozzy had to sweep up the bits of his son himself and put them into the
melt-o-matic. He was lucky his fear of being recast kept him from ever having anybody
install the coolant pack on him. He tried to reattach the legs, but the cooling solidified his
son's legs faster than than the soldering iron could make them pliable.
He tried turning the pack off, but it was so cold the switch had frozen in place.
Dammit. Only Russell's eyes could follow Ozzy around the room as he rushed around,
looking for a tool to pry the box of his back. He realized the only thing to do would be to
hurl his son into the melt-o-matic and hopefully destroy the box.
His son's lower body was passing through the mouth of the machine, it was going to
work. He was up to where his ribs would be, and the edges of the coolant box were
beginning to melt. The reservoir of coolant broke, icy jets sprayed into the machine,
solidifying the molten plastic within, jamming up the mouth of the machine with solid
plastic that was slowly reinforced as Russell's torso finished sinking in, and then set. Only
his head poked out of the machine. Ozzy was reminded of pictures of people in iron lungs
that he saw in grade school. The warmth still being created by the machine was enough to
loosen up Russell's head. Russell swiveled his head around, taking in his situation before
turning to his father. "Are you fucking kidding me?"
"Hey that's no way to talk when you're ..."
"Two hundred and thirty-six years old?"
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"So you do remember."
"Of course I remember, it's been two hundred and twenty two years since I was last
able to eat food, feel the warmth of blankets, or have my height marked in pencil on the
wall and actually have it be in a different spot. And each subsequent year has been more
unpleasant than the last... and if you'd only" The melt-o-matic gave out with a final rattle.
Coolant pooled over Russell's head, sealing it in place.
Ozzy ran to his widow and looked out over the main street as he saw the protester
storming towards the office, he had a lurching gait and his strides were narrowing as he
moved forward, before his legs locked in place and he fell facedown. He couldn't extend his
arms to catch himself. Ozzy opened the box for the emergency flamethrower, and ran
outside.
9.
The town burned behind him as Ozzy ran toward the electric fence. The road
beneath him was cracked and full of potholes, sections of grass several feet w ide were
growing up through the spaces in the pavement. Someone had to be there, right? The heat
radiating from the constant stream of the flamethrower caused his forehead to run down
into his eyes before he could throw it away. His vision was already starting to darken as his
jaw shook loose on the most recent rise and fall of his feet. His arms were steadily getting
longer in the heat of the sun, his hands were already hanging past his knees. He caught his
foot in a pothole and it broke clean off, he collapsed face first with a wet smack onto the
pavement. He was going to deteriorate, like them; with a final effort he managed to spin to
look up at the hot desert sun. His arms separated from his torso. Although he couldn't make
out shapes anymore the sky was so bright it burned his eyes. ''I'm going to ... " he thought,
but he couldn't remember the word.
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on our lunch break,
like Animal Planet:

Horror in the Dairy Aisle
By Phoebe Thatcher

I
A cut tube, a Freon
leak _ a fortune in freezers
(says my manager)
destroyed overnight.
Of course I am the one in
the stiff polo shirt and
dampened Target loafers,
running a blackened mop
over the swollen hills of
ruined linoleum, all day
and into the night,
when the yellowgreen lights
flicker on like hesitant
bioluminescent beetles
and I am alone and cold in the dairy aisle.

II
The promised repair truck does not arrive.
Never throw away what isn't expired
(says my manager);
no one in the
Greater GlenleafCrossing Township cares
how long their Chobani yoghurt has been
lying in wait;

having awakened, the young must seek nourishment
white syrup drooling
down the side of
the gutted freezers
defenseless in their larval form, they must grow quickly - or die
bristles of turquoise erupting
in bouquets, a mossy floor of
mold by Monday morning,
borne of the same litter, they are all much alike and all hungry and more colonizing the
whiteplaster walls
like a patina.
after their long dormancy, they will eat anything in their way .

End it
(says my manager)I upend two bottles of bleach
and, sheathed in white spores,
give up.
I come in on Wednesday
and the lights are off.
The doors erratically
open and close like
the jaws of a
dying thing;

The containers are all stiff
to the touch, turgid with some
dark, pulsing thing -

the parking lot is empty,
a thin trail of turquoise
blossoms in the cracks
of the asphalt.

and after lights-out on
the sixth night,
one by one,
with quiet pops,
they rupture
like eggs.

III

Rhonda and I watch
the security camera footage
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Hey, Murder Eyes
By Andy Kenniston
You don't want to tell me and
god can tell you're pissed,
but you suck at looking
indifferent. Was I late
to dinner again? Did I say
something crass?
I guess I won't know.
Because you're stabbing
at spinach leaves
and bleu cheese.
Stop staring at the table
like it holds anything
but food.
Give me those murder eyes.
Share them with me
and not the particle board.
Dress me down with
those daggers.
I've never wanted
anything more
than for you to yell
at me right now goddammit.
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A Small Town in Early December
By Andy Kenniston
As the sun interred itself at five o'clock,
those of us sitting down to confused dinners
were treated to the sight of approaching
water vapor walking along the ground as if
it was heading to Carl's Deli to pick up a
prosciutto and provolone on marbled rye.
As the ground-cloud swelled and loped
across hills and through trees, we stared out
with dry eyes at wet air, at once so familiar
yet hiding intentions that need not be shared
with the townsfolk and their Wonderbread
and Spaghettio meals on avocado TV trays.
Milky fog filled the streets and space between blades of fresh-dew grass until the only
detail seen through the Earth's breath were the yellow eyes of apartments and houses,
forever unblinking.
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By Lindsey Clark

Untitled

Pressure
By Lindsey Clark
Sometimes I think I have cancer
when I run my fingers through my hair
in the shower to get out all the knots.
Webs of gold and brown stuck between my fingers,
like a dozen failed cats cradles
that I stick on the bleached wall.
I loop the fine strands around in swirls
painting tornados of my own colors
before the pressure wipes them away.
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Fairy House
Saveria Steinkamp
I watched the fairy house
from the kitchen window, every morning,
as though if fairies came
I would see them:
catch a shimmer of iridescent wings
vivid against the green-brown mess
of our unkempt backyard,
flit into the upturned plastic tub
nestled romantically in the earth's embrace
and shelter beneath the mushroom cap
constructed from a broken teacup.

The little dwelling sank in the mud,
infested, not by fairies and their companions,
but by the complex courts
of slugs and pill bugs and worms.
Even the occasional
world-traveled beetle
graced the molded-over,
dirt-encrusted rooms.
Never anything remotely
iridescent.
And yet after the years that hovel
has sat, decaying as I watched,
beloved,
only now
do I realize my eyes have changed.
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SOS: Sand Turtles Stranded at Doe Lake
By Kirsten Elmer

Somewhere,
In the middle of nowhere,
There 's this tiny lake that's
Overpopulated with sunfish.
"The Family Lake," Dad calls it,
When all it really is
Is slimy water which thick furred dogs
Splash around in and lap up with drooling mouths
While children reeking of too much sunscreen
Stuff sand into their bathing suits on the beach.
There was the year that I was six
And my siblings and I
Made sand turtles on the shore.
Later that night I sat on the dock
Waiting for my turtle to go home,
But it got too dark and Mom called me inside
Saying, "Don't worry, he 'll make it."
'
But I know my turtle never found the sea.

Like your father,
Like your sister,
Your brother?"
There was the year I told my dad
That I didn't want to go back,
And he told me the story about how
He used to eat peanut butter down on the docks
Of his grandparents' cottage on that same lake.
The story I've heard a thousand times before.
And he reminds me of the time
I won the fishing derby when I was seven,
And he pushes me to miss all that.
So I drop another year into that lake
With all the washed away turtles
Who never found the sea.

There was the year my mom dropped
Her thick gold rimmed glasses
Into the lake because my dad
Waved a sunfish in her face and laughed.
And then there was the year my dog dropped
His whole tiny legged body
Into the lake and got stuck under the boat
And my dad had to jump in to save him.
Every year of my life,
Of my brother's, of my sister's lives,
Of my mother's married life,
Has been dropped into that lake.
My father has spent these years splashing around;
My mother, sun bathing on a raft;
My siblings, wading in shallow clear water;
While I swallow thick gulps of water as
Seaweed coils around my ankles
And my aunts and uncles dissect me with their words"So are you eating tonight?"
"Do you eat meat?"
"Do you run marathons,
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Pure Serenity
By Zoe Deprez

Some Small Comforts
By Dominic J. Pfister
Rotten onions, sticky and brown,
Lie cold on the bottom shelf
Of the open refrigerator downstairs.
The new potatoes too have decayed,
And they shoot up green stemmed sprouts
From their shriveled eyes toward
The incandescent hum of a jaundiced bulb.
Marie has to sleep with the light ofthe television,
And a propped window, or at least
A blowing fan . She takes comfort in the blank sound,
And although she wakes up cold, under
Thin sheets in the dullness of her room,
She always leaves the fan to make its formal arc,
And closes the window only in deep winter.
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Dawn
By KristOf Oltvai

The rays of gray light, curtain-slit
Fall like grated solar provolone
On two twisting forms, sleeping or pretending Pretending, if they'd rather lie alone.
Your body is a poem composed dreaming
Riding softly in the dreamer's velvet mouth,
Those flowing verses melt like marzipan
On memory.
The dough vanishes at the first real bite,
- That year' s first kiss
I've tried this sweet before.
The dawn is not for love, it comes too soon
After the bodies flailing in the night before it
Grabbing, hugging, drawing backThat, too, comes too soon.
I want the moment right before the night,
Right before you take off your shirt again,
Right before I taste your teeth again,
Right before I know how it will end,
I want that moment when we stood side by side
On the bricks outside Curtis in the fall,
You're telling me your name for the first time, and smiling
Without knowing yet.
I pretend, but the sunlight's just too strong.
It's 8 a.m. I tum to look at you.
Your face is shut in that hidden land
Beautiful, and yours, and old.
I dreamed a dream, but now that dream is gone from me.
A twin-XL bed is too small to hold two lives.
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SonnetV.II
By Antrim Ross
Love, you are sweet the way the stars are sweetHospitably extending your soft light
Through space's black eternities. The night
Is so much fairer for you. People sleep,
Or not, but all content- for your life greets
Each stumbling soul who, lost, would turn her sight
From Earth to know in you which way is right
And take some comfort in your distant heat.
Let's never mind the learned astronomer
Who knows the stars as dead, too far away
To ever see for what they are. Your will
Resounds throughout the ages, you endure
Despite the worst of time's attempts. This day
Brings proof of you to eyes who love you still.
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Somewhere in Ohio
By Cecilia Philips
He stayed up all night- until
three, imagining a tacky land
where a two-headed girl would
write her motel manifesto right
before evaporating into the
wreck of poverty, expired coupons
and smoking Marlboros on stoops
of this cluttered wasteland that
breeds almosts and maybes. Before
she ceases to exist, she'll reveal
the question that forces an
honest introspection of personal
philosophies regarding humanity:
How much money would it take
for you to kill a man?
He doesn't claim to know
the value of a life or how to
get away with murder but
the two-headed girl said she can
teach him how to make the best
of a bad moment so it doesn't
feel like he's carrying the dead
weight of the wrong choice
and if he wakes up at 11 he'll
have gotten eight hours of sleep,
which is all he needs.
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Climbing a Grain Tower
By Lindsey Clark
Last time he was here was four years ago
with some other girl,
tonight I'm wearing his Christmas sweater
in October
and his old team tennis shoes,
but I'm already warm from amaretto sours.
We decide to dance
on three levels of grated metal.
25ft
Headlights splay across the slightly rusted metal trunk
I freeze
in my borrowed black dress -what belongs to me tonight?
- no one can see you all the way up here.
SOft
Slick with the yellowed pages of seasons passed
I slide around, one hand on the railing,
the other playing with air gushing between my fingers until
he catches it. Why? He has two of his own.
75ft
The entire village is cracked open,
pricks of light are braille to the mountainless Midwest.
He smiles like we're rewriting history
and presses close, my spine against little bolts and crisp metal.

I don't shudder, but the tower thunders
straight up to the cardinal's nest
as a welcome, a goodbye, a warning.
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Alex Cardarelli

Plum Island

The Fields
By Dominic J. Pfister
I.
All the fields outside of the town,
Gilded, and cluttered with corn,
Move throughout the year in myriad ways:
When the winds shift the stalks,
Or the ground animals bump the corn-stems
As they run from the humming blades,
Of a thresher, when it rolls steadily past.
II.
Winds tousle the wheat
And bend the stalks of corn so that
The ears Jean low toward the ground.
Sometimes rains come,
And wet the leaves, and the petals
Of those ground-flowers that are
Weeds, or are like weeds, which live,
Beneath the overlapping shadows of the corn.
III.
Below, among the strong bottom parts of the stalks
Animals of the fields, small creatures,
With dark noses and intelligent eyes,
Woodchucks and grey mice,
Skitter, not underground, but unseen,
Making small sounds, footsteps,
Quiet calls of hunger, distress,
Sometimes overwhelmed by the roar of a tractor engine.
IV.
When it is night in the field, true night,
Not lit by stars or a hunter's moon,
But so foreign from the richly illuminated day,
That it is like a distant country,
The blanketing sounds of the dusk
Usurps every other noise, so that all human
Sounds are swallowed up and their
Rumblings unheard over the natural din.

v.
Underneath the earth, there at one time
Lay the unencumbered dead
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And perhaps the roots of the corn,
If they stretched deeply enough,
And if corn was grown here
Over half a century ago,
Weaved around or through the bodies,
On their spreading paths.
VI.
In the winter, the rattle of dry husks of corn
Can be heard ifthere is no snow,
And if there is snow, the empty skins are covered,
All is dampened and the world seems quiet enough
That the field may be taken for eternally silent,
Life and movement half-remembered thoughts,
Dream-memories, quickly shaken off
In the first moments after waking.
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What I Want
By Megan Van Horn
I want to go
back to my
grandmother's apartment
stacked
and
sandwiched
between Cape
Verdeans and Nigerians
and I want to sit
at the folding
table and press
my palms against the
sticky crackle
of a red vinyl table
cloth.
I want to make
myself a space
between jumbo
pill boxes and red
envelopes and
cross my legs on
a stool in
between
bird cages and orange
trees.
I want to walk
across tiled
floors in slippers
three times too
small for my feet
but that still protect
my soles
from the cast-off grease
from thousands of operatic
feats with a wok and
two arthritic
hands.
I want to settle
down my bowl of
rice at that
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sticky crackle
of a red vinyl
tablecloth
and I want to sit
across from a legacy
stacked on a defunct fireplace,
photographs of a
family lineage branching
out from her children
into theirs.
I want to pull
out boxes from
her closet and
ask her,
when the night has
settled in around us,
why she has tom out
all the faces of her
husband in the albums
while she still
visits his
grave.
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Grandpa
By McLane Sellars
I was at the foot of his bed
when he realized he would die
later that night. It's a strange thing,
watching someone accept their own mortality,
the resolute passing of the reigns
to the fading body, the disease.
He couldn't speak to ushis lungs were filled with liquidbut his winks were like thunder
breaking into the quiet
prayer of the room.
He passed as if trust-falling
fro m a stage, his family waiting below
to catch his body, to safely lower it
to the ground, his soul
still standing up there on the edge.
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By Qiuyi Tang

A Raining Day

Amman, May 2014
By Sarah Hunter

War will occupy spaces it does not rent.
It will leave behind whole histories that hide
pain and couch evil inevitably meant.
From the taxi my eyes took in the thin tent,
yet red desert, blue sky continued outside.
War will occupy spaces it does not rent.
Years ago a Middle Eastern country went
to grey shambles and the soul ofthe world died
again, I was holding letters to be sent
home, because I was there. Sixty miles lent
me distance to deny the screams, all decried
war will occupy spaces it does not rent.
My unformed self a foreigner lost and spent
in Amman, incensed at life, bitter to bide
time looking at it, willing only to vent
to the air and long that each refugee's tent
be a good sanctuary in which to hide.
War will occupy spaces it does not rent.
Painful it is to live only with lament.
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Empire
By jonathan Huang

There's life, somewhere
on the other side.

I.

I looked in the face of Death
and it was McDonald's.
That perfect autopsy of
wilted lettuce in the doublecheese between my teeth shows nothing
ofthe Styrofoam taxidermy
or monosaturated fat injections
for hollow chicken nuggets in rigor mortis.
What eulogies are written
on the grease stains of this
drooping, paper wrapper
in this last meal?
II.

Motorcycle Man
plays cat-and-mouse
on his speedometer, racing
down the neon streets in Saigon:
the place where there are no
yellow bricked roads or
gold pavement, only
the bright double arches.
Why not? he laughs
Let us eat and drink, a prophet once said,
Who cares if we live or die?
For tomorrow, we die.
III.

Distant families only gather
at deaths and funerals,
like feathery birds circling
over roadside carrion
waiting to descend.
Sometimes we bring more
than we can carry on.
I'd rather pale, naked potato strips
plunge into boiling peanut oil
and fry. To die:
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The Fall
Matt Stalnaker
One day, segments of the sky began falling to the ground like fluttering sheets of
paper from the heavens. People found pieces tangled in trees, furled around buildings, and
drifting languidly across city streets. Each segment was rectangular-ten feet by twenty
feet and a quarter of an inch thick The pieces felt like rubber-but not quite-and they
smelled like ozone.
Reactions to the sky falling varied. At first, looking up, one couldn't even tell that
pieces were missing. There were end-of-the-world parties and orgies. Some people
panicked and stocked up on supplies. Attendance at religious services went up. But as the
days turned into weeks, people grew accustomed to the sky falling.
Scientists admitted that outer space wasn't real. They had known for some time, but
the leaders of the world's governments had agreed that it would alarm people if they knew
that the sky was merely a fac;:ade. Secret international panels were formed to determine
what was on the other side of the deteriorating sky.
Everyone was eager to offer up their thoughts on the "other side."
"Well, it's just our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ picking away at the sky with his
pinky nail," said some old lady on the news.
"Squids," offered one man. "Large inter-dimensional squids swimming through a
vast ball-pit of countless other worlds just like ours."
There were more theories about what was on the other side of the sky than there
were stars in the sky. Since the pieces were frozen in the moment that they had fallen,
people could literally hold fragments of stars in their hands. However, now that everyone
knew that stars were only two-dimensional, they had lost much of their grandeur.
A thriving market developed around recovering, framing, and selling the sky. Each
ten-by-twenty-foot piece could be cut up into smaller sections to increase profits. Pieces of
dawn or dusk were highly sought-after. Stylish couples showed off their new additions to
their walls saying things like, "It's a 7 am from New Zealand. Isn't it stunning?"
Artists competed to get their hands on pieces of sky to use as canvases for paintings.
Some believed that each piece contained its own secret image-invisible but implicit. The
artist need only lay his hand to the sky to call forth the image. Intricate designs,
otherworldly beings, humanoid figures with elongated limbs. Many believed these
paintings were prophetic-that they hinted at things to come.
After six months, small pinholes began appearing in the sky. During the day, the
black specks in the sky looked like gnats in water. At night, the holes shone red. "The night
is perforated and bleeding," wrote one journalist. "When are we going to wake up and take
notice?" The gaiety of the first phase of the sky fa,lling was over. A general unease took hold
of everyone. Riots were not uncommon. Fires burned at night.
Government officials assured their citizens that "We must have faith during these
trying times." The UN's official position on the sky falling was that the phenomenon was
merely a natural process. "How do we know that this hasn't happened before?" some asked.
"This could be completely natural. Think of it as the sky shedding."
Others weren't so optimistic. Fear that the Earth's atmosphere was being vented out
through the holes caused people to stock up on oxygen tanks. Many refused to go outside.
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c ompanies spent millions developing self-sufficient bio-domes that could encompass the
average four-bedroom home. The price ofland skyrocketed as everyone bought up as much
as they could get their hands on. There were mass exoduses from highly populated cities.
Urban centers became slums. Compounds formed. Communities developed.
On the one-year anniversary of the beginning of the sky falling, all major
governments had dissolved. The Earth's population had been reduced to a quarter of what
it had been a year ago. Oxygen levels had been reducing steadily until anyone left outside of
a bio-dome or one of the subterranean structures could no longer survive. Wealthy
individuals had built private domes and philanthropists built structures to be inhabited by
worthy applicants. Some powerful corporations and government agencies were able to
erect giant bio domes that could house entire communities of people-people with specific
skills and in prescribed numbers.
Short-distance travel was still possible. Airtight vehicles could travel about 30 minutes
between domes. Trains were also a viable means of transportation. Flying became
impossible. There wasn't enough fuel to last for long, and most people were too afraid of
flying in the first place.
The sky was scarred and it was plain to see now. Many bio-domes had their interiors
painted so that the people could try to forget about the way things had been before and
emb race their new lives. Domes owned by corporations were painted colors that were
scientifically proven to keep people docile and content.
The rich owners of private domes commissioned artists to paint huge murals. Though they
were completely at the mercy of their patrons, these artists were allowed to live and they
had a purpose- they had their own skies to paint to blot out the memory of the old one.
Communication between settlements became more and more infrequent over time.
International communication had stopped completely. It was every community for itself,
every woman for herself, every man for himself. People retreated into their domes and into
their minds.
For God had decreed that the world had gotten too big. Huge nations, huge
corporations-immense beings comprised of people and money and ideas. After all, the
wo rld was threatening to blow itself apart. The sky falling was another Babel. Another
Floo d. Just another in a long line of stumbling blocks.
And so each dome became its own world. There were the elaborately decorated
wo rlds of the rich whose inhabitants escaped into the past by reading and enjoying all the
relics they had amassed. They had their distilleries and grew whatever they could to
intoxicate themselves. To them, this whole phenomenon was nothing new; they had always
been trying to build their own worlds with their belongings.
In the cqrporately run worlds, the people kept their head downs. They did their
wo rk. They went to sleep. They woke up. It didn't matter what sky was over their heads. It
wasn't clear why they were working or what they were working for. The work was all they
needed-it gave them purpose.
None of the original sky was left. During the day the sky was pitch black. At night it
was a sea of deep scarlet. No one knew why the sky was red at night. No one cared. Red
faded to black and black to red. The truth is only part of the sky fell-the beautiful part, the
gorgeous work of art everyone saw every day and took for granted. A fine membrane
surrounding the Earth was all that remained. The oxygen had been able to pass through
this membrane. The sky was now simply an instrument to mark the passage of time.
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The other side was still a mystery. Most people had lost hope and told themselves
that there was nothing else out there. Some believed that this whole ordeal was merely a
trial. They prayed for deliverance from the isolation and separation of the domes. A.few
speculated that there were other worlds out there suspended in existence. These world's
probably had their own skies that would wear away, leaving their inhabitants seated,
isolated, and alone.
The more adventurous survivors of Earth ventured outside the domes in protective
suits. They explored terrain, climbed mountains, and tried to appreciate the Earth's natural
wonder. But it was dangerous to venture out during the day when the sky was black In the
darkness, one could fall off a cliff or become lost, wandering hopelessly until running out of
oxygen. Many of these adventurers met the same end as most of the human racesuffocation. At night, the red sky rendered things visible. But the bloody sky turned the
Earth into a hellscape. People who ventured out of their domes during these times could
not shake the feeling that the world was irreparable-that the natural order had broken
down. It was not uncommon for explorers who were foolish enough to venture out at night
to break down sobbing and, in their hysteria, take off their suits in order to accept the
death sentence they had tried to delay for so long.
Babies were born into the tiny worlds of their parents. Some celebrated these births,
for it made them hopeful that the human race had a future after all. However, others could
not help but wonder what would happen to these children. What would it mean to be born
into a world without a sky? Should these children be educated about the past or would it
only make them bitter? Would they be more suited to adapt to this new existence? Or had
their parents done them a disservice by ushering them into a world so hopeless and bleak?
As the older members of communities began passing away, burial ceremonies were
devised. Small groups clad in protective suits huddled around the graves. Bodies were
buried outside the domes in the interest of public health. The mourners stared into the
graves. They tried to ignore the red sky above them and concentrate on the passing of these
souls. But the truth was that many of the mourners envied the dead. Many had given up on
the hope of an after-life. If people couldn't count on the sky, how could they count on life
after death?
Outbreaks of disease could wipe out entire communities. People could either sit
back and watch their family and friends die or they could rush out of the dome and into
death's embrace. Suicide had been common since the sky started falling. Some envied the
pieces of sky that had been able to free-fall to their ends. Jumping off of a building or a
bridge wasn't an option anymore. Death by suffocation or blood loss was the only escape.
Guns had been outlawed almost everywhere. No one could take the chance of a bullet
causing structural damage to a dome. This meant that people could no longer commit
impersonal acts of violence. When a community erupted into conflict-its inhabitants
having lived like animals so long that they began to believe that they were nothing more
than beasts-people killed each other with weapons that they held in their own hands.
Clothes, hands, skin, faces were all stained with blood ..
Hand in hand, couples rushed out of their domes-wanting to meet their ends
together. Husbands wishing to spare their wives the slow death of suffocation bludgeoned
their lovers with tears streaming down their faces before taking their own lives.
Not everyone's life ended in violence during those final days, some died of natural causes.
Some met their ends when their soil could no longer provide nutrients for the plants that
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produced their oxygen. In private domes, families took their last breaths together, huddled
together in an embrace that would last into death. Others, alone in the worlds they had
built for themselves, died as the sounds of their sobbing gave way to gasps and finally
silence.
And so the domes were no longer private worlds. They were tombs-a testament to no one
that humanity had been able to survive long enough to destroy itself, to die by its own
hand. Under the skies they had built for themselves, people-alone or together-faced the
black sky that had been looming even before it revealed itself.
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Demetrius
By Matt Stalnaker
Demetrius rolled over and half-opened his eyes in the drunken haze ofhalf~sleep. He
grabbed whatever was covering him and pulled it closer to his body, trying to fend off the
cold of the alley. The flakes of snow were small and they fell gently on his skin as muffling
sleep enveloped him.
When he awoke, he blinked at the sight of emerald blue effused with wisps of white.
A large rubbery sheet lay over him. It lay across the width of the alley, twisting with the
contours of the objects underneath. It looked as if a giant pair of hands had carefully cut out
a section of the sky, and this lost souvenir had drifted down and come to rest in the alley.
Demetrius was thankful for the warmth that this thing had provided last night-it
had made the chill of the spring snow flurries bearable-but he found it strange and a little
unsettling. It smelled like thin air high above the tree line.
He saw some creature scurrying beneath the sheet that covered him, so Demetrius
struggled and waded out from under this sky that had covered him like a sea. He lifted the
thing and hefted it back down, causing ripples to race through it. A rat darted from beneath
it and quickly moved out of sight.
Demetrius decided that he rather liked this thing.
Go on. Wrap it around you.
Demetrius obeyed the voice as he always did. The electric crackle of the voice made
the hairs on his face tingle.
The sky stretched behind him and rippled in his wake. His rough hands held it
tightly round his shoulders. It was dawn, and the city wasn't awake yet. He moved like a
specter in the light of the morning.
He made his way down 134th street. A man sweeping in front of his store stopped
and stared for a minute before returning to his chore. A small girl was walking down the
sidewalk holding hands with her mom. She pointed and said, "Look at that man, Mommy!"
Her mom grabbed her hand. "It's impolite to point, honey."
"But what's that he got?" The little girl asked craning her neck behind her as her
mom hurried her away.
"I think it's one of those pieces of sky they've been talking about on the news." And
then in a hushed tone she said, "He probably stole it."
Demetrius was surprised by what the woman had said. He had been on a binge for
the last few days. He hadn't been aware that there was news coverage about the sky falling.
Why would he want to steal this thing? Was it worth money?
Pay her no mind. You need this.
Chastised, Demetrius put selling the piece of sky out of his mind. He continued for
three blocks and then turned right. Rows of graffiti covered apartment buildings stretched
out in front of him. He came to the one with the boarded up windows and the sign that read
"CONDEMNED" nailed to the front door. He went around to the back. The boards fastening
the back door had been pried off, so Demetrius pulled open the door. He decided that there
was little chance of getting the immense piece of sky he still held around his shoulders
inside in one piece, so he stretched it out on the ground. Carefully, using a box cutter from
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his jacket pocket, he cut the sky up into four smaller pieces. He stacked them on top of each
other and carried them inside.
"Is there anyone in here?" Demetrius bellowed once he had gotten the door closed.
"Hello!"
There was no answer.
Put your mask on.
Demetrius had forgotten about the black mold he had found in the apartment last
time. Embarrassed, he put the white dust mask over his mouth and pulled the strap behind
his head. Adequately protected from airborne particulates, Demetrius made his way
thro ugh the kitchen. The cabinets were ripped out and the sink was gone. Scraps of wood
and trash and dry wall dust littered the floor. Demetrius made his way into the main room.
He kneeled down in the corner and thrust his arm into a hole in the wall. He let out a sigh as
he felt the crackle of the plastic bag. He pulled it out and inside were all his painting
supplies.
This was Demetrius's studio. Although others certainly used it as a place to sleep
and shoot up heroine, it was usually available to serve as his workspace as hours and then
days became filled with wild brush strokes.
He first had to hang the canvases up, so he searched around the apartment until he
had found enough nails to secure the corners of all four canvases. He found a solid hunk of
woo d that could serve as a hammer, and nailed one canvas to each wall. He would do a
series. He could call it "Scenes from the Sky" or something. He would have no problem
selling these on the street.
You won't sell these on the street. They will hang it in a gallery.
Demetrius would have laughed, but he did not want to incense the voice. And
besides, he could not remember a time that it had been wrong.
While looking for nails earlier, he had stumbled upon a piece of particleboard, which
he used now as a palette. A silky green, red like a drop of blood in water, a spectrum from
white to black- these were all the colors he would need.
After wiping his hands as clean as he could on his worn coveralls, he brushed his
fingers against the canvas. He detected an energy now that he had not been aware of
befo re. A tingle ran from the tips of his finger and then up his forearm and into his blood.
And the tendrils of creativity writhed and moved through him.
He attacked the canvas.
He began with bold, wide strokes. A slash of red. Black divisions. Then, he got so
close to the canvas that his nose was nearly touching, and he began to see, rising up off of
the canvas, grooves that formed intricate patterns.
There was not a thought in Demetrius's head as he worked. He need only follow the
lines that were already there. It was like painting on acid- the disconnect, the ecstasy
swelling in his chest and threatening to consume him.
This one is done. Move on.
Demetrius stepped back from the canvas. He was about to survey his finished work
when a white-hot pain flashed through his spine and brought him to the floor.
Don't look at it until you finish the others.
Battling a wave of nausea, he rose to his feet, picked up his supplies, and moved to
the next wall.
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At each canvas it was the same. The energy possessed him. The image revealed
itself. Then, Move on.
The final painting took him considerably longer than the others. He had no sense of
how much time had passed since he started. But after a final squiggle of red, the voice said,
Enough.
Demetrius wiped a bead of sweat from his forehead. He ran his paint-covered hands
through his hair. After what had happened earlier, he was wary about looking at the
painting before being instructed to do so.
Go on. You can look at them now.
Demetrius decided to look at them in the order he had done them, so he turned to
his right. A humanoid figure with elongated limbs and devastating black eyes leered at him.
It was garbed in an intricately patterned robe that would have been beautiful if the figure
hadn't been stomping on the skull of a man at its feet.
The next depicted several mammal-like sea creatures-not unlike manateesswimming through a submerged cityscape. Schools of fish swam in and out of the open
windows of skyscrapers.
The third painting showed an aerial view of a strange world dotted with domed
structures. In one corner, there was a mass grave piled with bodies.
And finally, Demetrius turned to his right one final time in order to survey the last
painting. He gasped when he saw it. It was like a beautifully patterned stained-glass sky. It
was so finely detailed that it seemed to undulate and twist as the eye tried to make sense of
what it was seeing.
"Why did I paint these?" Demetrius wondered aloud. "What could they mean?''
They signify things to come.
Demetrius did not want to consider that right now. He wanted to go to sleep. He lay
down on the floor ready to give in to his exhaustion.
Getup.
Demetrius blinked his eyes and hesitated before standing.
Get up or the paintings will be gone when you wake up.
Demetrius did not want that. He wanted to sell the paintings so that he could buy
food and booze and drugs. He wanted them out of his life so that he wouldn't have to think
of these things to come. Ifhe was lucky, perhaps he would O.D. or suffocate in his own
vomit some night so that he might be spared whatever cataclysmic events could bring
about the nightmarish stuff of his paintings.
'Tm exhausted," Demetrius whined, "What am I supposed to do?"
There's an art gallery a few blocks from here. Take them there. Everything else will
work itself out.
Demetrius knew the place, so he pulled the nails out of the wall and carried the
paintings back to back-two in each hand. When he got outside, he was surprised that it
appeared to be early evening. Luckily, it was not a windy day. He made his way onto the
sidewalk. People gave him a wide birth. Some seemed to find his paintings shocking; others
seemed entranced.
A bell clanged as Demetrius pushed his way through the door of the gallery. It was
mostly empty. A couple and an older gentleman were milling about when Demetrius
barged in.
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"Can I help you?" the gallery owner asked. She was a tall, slender woman in her midfifties, and she seemed to be assessing the danger of this situation.
"I painted these," Demetrius said as he practically shoved them into the woman's
hands. "They're of the future."
And having delivered the paintings to the gallery owner as instructed, Demetrius
passed out and came crashing to the floor.
He heard someone yell, "Quick. Call an ambulance!" as he slipped from
consciousness.

Demetrius woke up in the hospital. There was an IV drip in his arm. He looked about
the room and then he felt a pain in his chest. He lifted up his hospital gown and looked to
see what was wrong. There was an immense scar from his collarbone down to his
abdomen.
"Infective endocarditis," a man said that Demetrius hadn't noticed before. He looked
up from inside his hospital gown at a well-dressed man wearing a suit and tie. It wasn't the
standard suit of a businessman; the man looked stylish-flamboyant even. "You ever heard
of that before?"
Demetrius shook his head.
"It's an infection of the heart valve," the man said. "Ya get it from shooting up with
dirty needles." He bit his tie and pretended to inject himself with heroine. Laughing, he spit
out the tie. "No more dirty needles for you, my friend. If you want, you can pay big-titted
strippers to inject dope in your dick with all the money you've got comin' to you from those
paintings you did."
Demetrius's eyes widened. "Who are you?"
The man stood up. "My name is Danny Delgado," he said with a slight bow. 'Tm an
entrepreneur, an art collector, and an enjoyer of fine things." He extended his hand out to
Demetrius.
Demetrius took it. "Demetrius Karoski." The two shook hands.
"Pleased to meet you, Demetrius," Danny said. "Tell me, Demetrius. Are you a
painter or a junky?"
"Well, I like to think of myself as a painter who does drugs on the side," Demetrius
said with a smile.
Danny seemed satisfied with that answer. He sat down and grew more serious.
Demetrius sat up in bed and gave Danny his full attention. "Demetrius, I'm going to be
straight with you. We've got a chance for you and I to strike up a partnership. Whel} I saw
the story about you on the news, 'Homeless man collapses in art-gallery after painting the
future,' it caught my attention. There was an auction. I bought two of your paintings for
twenty-five grand a piece. Some son of a bitch out bid me on the other two. But unlike those
other vultures, I came to check on you in the hospital. At first, they didn't want to let me see
you. But when they told me you didn't have any insurance and I offered to cover your
hospital bills, they softened. You've been unconscious for a couple weeks. They said if you'd
waited any longer to come to the hospital you'd have died for sure."
Danny paused. The weight of what he had said washed over Demetrius.
"Now, Demetrius," Danny said earnestly. "You've spawned somethin'. People are
goin' nuts over your paintings. The sci-fi freaks are sure aliens are gonna kill everybody
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and then flood the world. Everybody started painting on sky canvases after you did. This
world's comin' to pieces, but everyone seems hell-bent on having a good time while it does.
We have a chance to make a fuck-ton of money. What do you say?"
"What are you proposing?" Demetrius felt like his head was spinning. Money was
something that he held in his hands. He couldn't comprehend all those zeroes.
''I'll be like your patron. I'll make sure you have a place to live. I'll acquire pieces of
sky for you to paint on. I can help you manage your money if that would be something that
you're interested in. It can be very stressful becoming rich all of a sudden." Danny smiled.
His offer sounded genuine. He had waited around for Demetrius to come too, and he had
paid his hospital bills. Demetrius wanted to trust Danny, but he was not used to people
helping him. In fact, this was the longest conversation he had had with another human
being in some time.
You can trust him.
The weight of decision-making was lifted. "Deal," Demetrius said.
"You made the right choice, my friend," Danny said as he stood and clasped
Demetrius's hand. "You made the right choice.
And so the two became friends-in so far as their economic arrangement allowed.
They stayed in lavish hotels. Danny bought Demetrius clothes- tailored suits, soft fabrics,
everything starched and pressed and perfect. Danny was always on the phone with skyhunters, negotiating deals for rare and exotic pieces. Demetrius could create a masterpiece
in a day. The process of painting was still as exhilarating and effort-less as it had been that
first time. Painting the sky was like a drug for Demetrius, and Danny made sure that
Demetrius always had his fix. A Karoski began going for millions of dollars. Owning one
became an exclusive ticket into an elite class of society.
So when the holes began forming in the sky and the panic started. Danny and
Demetrius used their money to commission a dome for themselves. They brought six
beautiful women with them, and they started their own world with the money they had
made from the destruction of the old one.
They had procured all the necessary items to keep them blissfully intoxicated until
the end of their days. They grew pot and coca plants and opium. They built distilleries and
made high-proof alcohols.
Demetrius painted the sky amidst that non-stop celebration until he breathed his
last breath and gave himself over to that orgasmic creative expenditure of the self.
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Grey Area
By Lindsey Clark
Chalkboard erasers
have words living in their folds.
Confined in tight quarters
Descartes is dueling with Keynes
-philosophies of human nature matter not to the question
of human existence.
Is it like a dream in there,
where battles rage
while I and you
and teachers and students
and custodians and little flies that get in the classroom
are unaware?
We are tricked by white and black felt slabs
dismissing little specks of colorful humanity as dust.
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Tapestry
By Saveria Steinkamp
I hung the skin of my beloved
as a tapestry on my bedroom wall.
It covered the hole
where the window used to be
with striped and spotted embroidery woven
from so many hollow explanations.
I run my hands through
coarse prickles of hair, tangles of memories
stretched taut,
and revel in the smell
of earth and pine and blood
until I feel breath beneath my palm
and
wet whispers tickle my cheek and run
in droplets down my face.
I used to watch the birds through that window
pecking at fine grains in the snow,
sunken pores in alabaster skin,
picking at perfection until it was ruined
A maddening, endless parody
of our absurd pas de deux.
now I am lost in dead plastic eyes
reflecting the told grey glow of light
through translucent patches where hair doesn't grow
and realize anyone could be
watching
through tinted glass
I picture framed expressions: Fierce, Wild
embedded in the snow.
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Red Hands
By Caroline Clutterbuck
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new animal
By Phoebe Thatcher
last night i felt
like the wet walls
of your room were
flexing around me
like a stomach's lining
and i was being
digested, from something complex,
to a sugar, simple and
sweet;
my ear was locked
against your ribs and
when i spoke to
prove i was still
all me the sound
was warm, humming, close,
sprawling thick into
your blood like honey
in tea;
and i thought for
a moment that i
had seeped into you,
that our organs had
wholly fused and we
now convulsed as one,
all red fibers, all
dark cavities, wet,
open;
i didn't move because
i didn't want to
wake you;
and because i was
afraid i would kill
what we had become.
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Coke or Choke
By Kalyn Dunkins
It always surprised me how sure
of everything you were.
The way your mind can grasp
something
complex and
crumble it like
an aluminum
soda can.

As I study you, day by day in passing,
I wonder if you've figured me out yet.
Have you figured out the way I know
exactly
what
I

want
but that I'm
too afraid
to do
anything
about it?
Does this then make me, the
soda can, crumbled away along
with my insecurities?
You smile at me and of course
I smile back. Yours disappears and
instead, you intertwine your
hand with mine, a hand that says,
"I don't know either, but let's
figure it out, okay?"
Maybe you will drink from me instead.
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Entropy
By Emily Carnevale
I've never been the clay pot
fresh out of the kiln
with a smooth finish
and ready for glazing.
I've been rubbing
leftover terra cotta into dust.
And you wonder why
I love sitting with you
in the dark
waiting for something to burst.
Raindrops roll off my
fingertips
and I'll let night
dance with my breath
underneath the lamppost.
Your eyes are so warm.
I'll make paper boats
for the creak
and the ocean will look
like mermaid sequins
in the heat of sunrise
and that's when
you can glaze me.
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Unwanted Monarch
By Jen Krista)
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The Interview
By Michael Somes
Characters:
CANDIDATE
FISCHER
SECRETARY
VICE PRESIDENT
Note: A spot oflight could abstract the elevator during scene changes, during floor changes
stage should be dark except for the spot of light that is the "elevator" in which the
candidate will stand. Other means of abstracting the elevator can be used provided they
offer an unobstructed view of CANDIDATE while he/she is in it.

The Elevator is in an office building. Dress is
formal. CANDIDATE is on the bottom floor; she
calls the elevator, and rides it to the top.
FISCHER waits at a desk there. VICE
PRESIDENT is a floor below; the SECRETARY is
another floor down. On each floor there must be
an abstraction of stairs, three small platforms,
making a stairwell shape. FISCHER is leafing
through a book. The elevator arrives and the
candidate enters. The Elevator gets called away
after the CANDIDATE leaves.
CANDIDATE
I'm looking for Mr. Fischer.
FISCHER
That would be me.
CANDIDATE
I'm here for the interview.
FISCHER
Yes.
CANDIDATE
I have an interview with Mr. Fischer.
FISCHER
Oh!
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CANDIDATE
And you said that was you.
FISCHER
Sorry. There's some confusion. I am Mr. Fischer, but you are looking for President Fischer.
CANDIDATE
Can you tell me where to find him?
FISCHER
I'm afraid not. I have no authority on the whereabouts of President Fischer.
Or really any authority for that matter.
CANDIDATE
How'd you get this office on the top floor?
FISCHER
Are you suggesting some sort of link between my spatial relationship with the other
employees and authority?
CANDIDATE
I guess so.
FISCHER
What an interesting idea ...

Awkward beat.
FISCHER
I'll have to put that in the suggestion box. (He produces the suggestion box from under his
desk.)
CANDIDATE
You hold the suggestion box?
FISCHER
Of course, it's my job to read the suggestions.
CANDIDATE
But, why should you see the suggestions?
FISCHER
I have authority over the suggestion box.
CANDIDATE
Why would you put your own suggestions in the box?
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FISCHER
It gives me something to do . You'll want to go see the chief of security, one floor down.
She'll get you to the president.
CANDIDATE moves towards the stairs.
FISCHER
Take the elevator, the stairs are out of order.
CANDIDATE calls the elevator. Beat.
CANDIDATE
How are the stairs out of order?
FISCHER
I take the elevator up here, and at the end of the day I take the elevator down.
CANDIDATE
It seems like an impossibility for an entire stairwell to be out of order.
FISCHER:
Well it is.
CANDIDATE:
There isn't a sign.
FISCHER
I have been given the duty of informing people.
CANDIDATE
Why have the person on the top floor tell people they can't take the stairs?
FISCHER
It gives me something to do.
CANDIDATE
Suppose someone took the stairs all the way up here, only to find out they were out of
order?
FISCHER
That would be difficult.
CANDIDATE
If they didn't know what would stop them?
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FISCHER
In that case they would have a thoroughly subpar stairs experience.
CANDIDATE
But ...
FISCHER
Good day.

The elevator has arrived and the CANDIDATE
hurries out. He takes the elevator one floor
down, to the VICE PRESIDENT.
VICE PRESIDENT
You're here to see Mr. Fischer?
CANDIDATE
Yes.
VICE PRESIDENT
Take a guest pass.
CANDIDATE takes it.
Now if you head down stairs the secretary can make you an appointment.
CANDIDATE
I already made an appointment. I'm supposed to be meeting him now.
VICE PRESIDENT
If you are late to an appointment, there is a cancellation fee, and you can reschedule with
the secretary downstairs.

The VICE PRESIDENT says this, and will repeat
it mechanically until the CANDIDATE leaves. In
between the CANDIDATE's lines VICE
PRESIDENT starts this mantra and is
interrupted by the CANDIDATE.
CANDIDATE
I'm not late.
Five minutes late.
Only because you haven't let me see him.
Where is he?
Do you know where he is?
Can't you tell me?
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I can still be on time if you help me get to him.
At least fashionably late.
I can't really reschedule.
I have other interviews.
Other offers.
Are you serious?
Is this how you treat a potential coworker?
Come on.
VICE PRESIDENT calls the elevator.
I don't need to talk to the secretary.
I know his schedule is free right now.
HIS SCHEDULE JS FREE BECAUSE YOU ARE MAKING HIM MISS MY APPOINTMENT!
CANDIDATE storms into the elevator, and takes
it one floor down to the SECRET ARY.
SECRETARY
You need an appointment?
CANDIDATE
I have one, thank you.
SECRETARY
Wait please.
CANDIDATE
I have the appointment right now. I need to find President Fischer!
SECRETARY
I am not responsible for the whereabouts of the President. One floor up is his office
manager.
CANDIDATE
I've been one floor up there's only.
SECRETARY

(interrupting) That's the office manager.
CANDIDATE
I thought she was chief of security.
SECRETARY
She's both. We don't have a lot of staff.
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CANDIDATE
She's been extremely unhelpful; can I try the chap on the top floor again? Does one of his
responsibilities include knowing where President Fischer is?
SECRETARY
You've been to the top floor?
CANDIDATE
Yes.
SECRETARY
You didn't see President Fischer?
CANDIDATE
Nope.
SECRETARY
He's the sole occupant of the top floor.
CANDIDATE
I saw a Mr. Fischer who claimed to have no real authority.
SECRETARY
Yes, that's him. He doubles as the receptionist.
CANDIDATE
Why do both?
SECRETARY
I'll not guess at the motives of President Fischer.
He makes a terrible receptionist, but he's a wonderful president.

Half Beat.
As for you, I'd go see the vice president.
CANDIDATE
That's not you by any chance ...
SECRETARY
One floor up.
CANDIDATE
Damn it. (Calls elevator. Goes to VICE PRESIDENT)
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CANDIDATE
I need to see President Fischer.
VICE PRESIDENT
Here's a guest pass, go to the secretary to make anCANDIDATE
(Interrupting] We've done that. I need to talk to the Vice President.
VICE PRESIDENT
In that case I'll need you to make an appointment with my secretary downstairs.
CANDIDATE
Come on.
VICE PRESIDENT
Then cleared for security threats by my personal bodyguard upstairs.
CANDIDATE
Really?
VICE PRESIDENT
And then back downstairs to get buzzed in.
CANDIDATE
What will it take for you to assume that I did that?
VICE PRESIDENT
You going and doing that.
CANDIDATE
How about twenty-five bucks?
VICE PRESIDENT
Done.
You need to see President Fischer?
CANDIDATE
Yes.
VICE PRESIDENT
He's in an interview with a candidate for hire.
CANDIDATE
That would be me.
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VICE PRESIDENT
Unlikely, because you are here.
CANDIDATE
I'm only here because you are keeping me.
VICE PRESIDENT
Go talk to his personal assistant, one floor down.
CANDIDATE
NO! I know he's on the top floor, and I am going to see him! Tell him I'm coming.
VICE PRESIDENT
It doesn't work that way. Look. (Produces an org-chart. It has the three floors The line starts

at the top, runs down, and then back up several times. Several other confusing lines and end
around exist. It's a mess.)
CANDIDATE
What can I do to avoid that and see President Fischer?
VICE PRESIDENT
Nothing I'm afraid.
CANDIDATE
My last 25 bucks.
VICE PRESIDENT
Done. He's upstairs.
CANDIDATE
I know. (He goes to call the elevator.)
FISCHER
There you are! Well done!
CANDIDATE
Sorry I'm late.
FISCHER
That's alright. I got to read some more pages in this new management handbook. (He shows
The Castle) How do you do one of these again? I haven't in so long.
CANDIDATE
Is that an interview question?
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FISCHER
Good question!

Awkward beat.
CANDIDATE
Would you like to continue?
FISCHER
I'm really not sure ... things get so stressful, and although the money is good I never really
get to spend time with my family and ...
CANDIDATE
Yeah, I mean, but...
FISCHER
But you're right, we do good work here, help a lot of people out. Is it worth it though?
CANDIDATE
That's for you to decide isn't it?
FISCHER
Yeah, I think it is though. I don't know. I mean when I was a kid I certainly didn't dream of
becoming this, but...
CANDIDATE
What did you dream of?
FISCHER
I don't know, an astronaut or something. I mean that's gone but the future here looks kind
of...
CANDIDATE
But where do you see yourself in five years?
FISCHER
Probably doing this whether I like it or not...
CANDIDATE
I'm sorry ...
FISCHER
Don't sweat it.
Wait a minute who are you?
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CANDIDATE
I'm here for an interview.
FISCHER
In HR, bottom floor.
CANDIDATE
I was told specifically it was with you.
FISCHER
Impossible, all interviews are handled by HR. Company policy.
CANDIDATE
When did that happen? I scheduled it with you!
FISCHER
New policy, it took effect five minutes ago. Sorry.
CANDIDATE
I made the appointment before.
FISCHER
It's retroactive. Bottom floor.
CANDIDATE
Forget it. I'm done. (She storms to the elevator, presses the button and nothing happens.)
CANDIDATE
No, no, no, no! [Frantically presses the button.)
FISCHER
It's probably out of order. I'll have the receptionist put a sign up.
CANDIDATE
Isn't that you?
FISCHER
I beg your pardon, I am the president of a major architectural firm!
CANDIDATE
An architectural firm that can't even manage an elevator?
FISCHER
Architects, not engineers.
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CANDIDATE storms out the stairs have her

head from the top of the abstracted "stairs" to
the bottom. However, do not have her change
floors the stairs work exactly like how they
appear that is, not at all.
CANDIDATE
WHAT? How is this possible?
FISCHER
The stairs are out of order.
CANDIDATE
You're an architectural firm and you can't fix your own stairs?
FISCHER
We haven't had a client make us fix the stairs. We work for the client.
CANDIDATE
You won't help yourselves?
FISCHER
I didn't get into architecture to help myself. I did it to help others.

Beat.
CANDIDATE
Suppose I hired you to fix your stairs.
FISCHER
I think we can do that. Go down a floor to talk to our quotes and contracts department.
CANDIDATE
How?
FISCHER
Pardon?
CANDIDATE
There is no elevator, there are no stairs. There are no windows.
How?
FISCHER
Let me see ... (He opens the book, revealing it is hollowed out. He produces a watch.) Here we
are! 9:53 on the dot. (He begins to make his way to the elevator.)
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CANDIDATE
What? NO! YOU CAN CHANGE THIS! (She shakes FISCHER)
FISCHER
I'm sorry but company policy dictates clients process their orders on the second floor...

Like before, FISCHER will repeat this line like a
mantra, restarting each time CANDIDATE
speaks. He says this in between the
CANDIDATE's lines. CANDIDATE is frantically
trying the elevator racing to the stairs trying
anything to get out speed of lines accelerates
throughout.
CANDIDATE
Come on, you can fix the stairs.
Nobody is stopping you but yourself!
It's a stairwell, ancient people figured it out!
How hard can it be?
It might even predate the wheel!
Just do it?
I'll pay for it.
Approve it!
Aren't you the president?
What about your dreams?
What about you as a little kid?

(Gradually slowing down.)
What about....
What about....
What about. ..

(She collapses from exhaustion.)
FISCHER:
Oh dear.

We hear the elevator ding. FISCHER walks over
to it. He turns out the lights in the room. Dark
stage, the only illumination that of the elevator.
FISCHER steps in. Blackout.
End Scene
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By Emma Reasoner

Two Brothers

By Emma Reasoner

Under the Bed

Raccoons
By Ali Miller
Night arrives and, with it, comes a horde of raccoons that see the soft siding of our
house, whose paint has peeled away, and think it delicious. They sink their tiny, sharp teeth
into the rotting wood and feel the chips they rip away slide past their tongues, down their
throats and into their stomachs. I see them tearing our house apart piece by piece through
our window. "House is getting eaten again," I say to my wife, but she does not stir from our
bed. She hadn't last night, or the night before. She never speaks about the raccoons. "House
is getting eaten again," I say to the window, but the window doesn't answer either. "The
entire house is going to get eaten at this rate," I say to no one as I begin to dig my own
fingernails into our bedroom wall. "Wall sure looks delicious." The raccoons voice their
approval from outside, urging me to try it. "You know," I say to the raccoons while sinking
my teeth into the wall and feeling the piece I rip off slide past my tongue, "this is delicious."
My stomach grumbles. I was starving. Right then, my house was not my own and my wife
was a stranger to me. I forget the memories we'd made in the house and I chomp down on
the drywall in front of me and it's delicious-so delicious that I think I'll come back
tomorrow night.
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The Sound of Bells
By Saveria Steinkamp
It's been two days since we arrived at Bald Head Island, North Carolina, and the
."family has already fallen into the dazed lull of summer sun and the exhaustion of sand and
waves. We all needed the break from the city, but Alice, my little sister, has been
disappointed since we got here. We've been out to all the beaches around the island, and
there are no "specimens" to be found. Alice isn't satisfied unless we have some strange
creature to examine: sea beans; washed up jellyfish like odd tangles of rubber; sad little
dogfish, eyes sunken into arrowhead skulls. And of course, if Alice isn't happy, neither am I.
For the first time in at least thirty minutes I turn away from the window-a perfect
frame for waves of sand and saffron grasses, crystal blue and foaming white crests that
glisten past a snaking boardwalk from the house. The long stretch of heated wood has
become a symbol of anxiety-a long trudge full of trepidation, dallying two steps behind
Alice's inexhaustible expectations. My eyes readjust to the relative gloom after gazing out
into summer as I stare across the room I share with my sleeping sister. She's curled in
white sheets, long hair wild against the pillow. In sleep her face is blank and lacks the
customary lines of dissatisfaction. Since I left for college, Alice's mental stability has
declined. She spends most of her time depressed, these days-abnormally so, even for a
fifteen-year-old. A vacation together is supposed to strengthen our sisterly bond; according
to mom, it'll help her get better. So far she only seems to get worse by the day.
The book I've been trying to read all morning falls to the floor with a bang when I
shift in my window seat, and summons the scrabble of claws on hardwood of the hallway.
The creature cometh. Then she appears: Liquid brown eyes, curly perked ears, muddy
paws on my sweatpants.
"Hey, girl." My greeting is less than enthusiastic. Warm dog breath and the smell of
wet fur over-power flowery shampoo, but Millie doesn't seem to notice my aversion to her
perfume.
The floor creaks with the familiar footsteps of my mother as she enters the room.
"Good morning, girls!" she coos and sits on my sister's bed to coax Alice into the
waking world. She's always been a heavy sleeper, and I'm a little jealous. I can't even sleep
past nine in the morning. Mom says she's lethargic, that it's a sign of depression, but I know
if I could, I'd sleep till noon, too.
Alice grunts acknowledgement and inspires Millie to abandon my lap and scramble
over to Alice's white sheets. I almost feel sorry for the dog-it will have to face Alice's
wrath. She's at her most vicious after waking up.
My mother attempts to improve Alice's mood through bribery with pancakes and
strawberries. The warm, sweet fragrance drifts down the halls, and we follow it like
zombies. I join my father and my grandparents on the porch and eat with the plate on my
lap. All through preakfast, Alice becomes increasingly-unusually--chipper. She glowers at
her plate for a while, but the customary expression slowly melts into mere indifference. She
comments that today we'll find something spectacular. I try to keep up with her nearenthusiasm, but I fear the beaches will be just as empty today as they were yesterday, and I
find my mouthful of strawberries resembling cardboard as I picture yet another evening of
tension, the family gathered in silence in the living room as, disappointed, Alice plucks at
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Millie's curly head. I push the food around my plate and hope the beach is more fruitful
than I anticipate.
When at last we venture out over the scorched dunes the sun watches from
overhead with a near painful intensity, but the breeze is fresh, and carries the thick,
tropical smell of fruit and ocean brine. In my soccer shorts and blue t-shirt, I stand on the
beach, hair whipping in the wind, and try to keep the sand out of my eyes as salt lines my
lips and stiffens my hair. There's nothing much on the beach today- clumps of seaweed, a
few pieces of loamy driftwood and a scattering of shell debris-but I'm pleased to notice
that Alice's mild optimism from this morning has managed to persist, and she even laughs
as we're buffeted by the wind. She's the one who decides to build a fort, and we prepare for
battle mode. We'll fight wind with sand. Alice designs an elaborate chamber, with walls to
surround and protect our beach towel beds. A sand castle, human scale. I pull my hair away
from my mouth, feel the satisfying tingle of sand under my fingernails as we begin digging.
Alice works with the obsessive focus of the neurotic, and as we work I compulsively glance
at her from the corner of my eye. I've seen that look before-eyes a bit too wide, jaw set
and the slight twitch of a smile-but for once I'm almost glad to see it. It's a step up from
the alternating fury and apathy that have plagued her for the past few weeks.
Not long into our work, we're side-tracked by mole crabs that squirm and scuttle to
evade our excavation. Alice is so thrilled to see the prospective specimen that she abandons
our original project in favor of constructing elaborate holding ponds for her new subjects.
Her transformation is startling, and she prances about the beach collecting hermit crabsanother species that deigned to emerge in seeming collusion with Alice's high humor-to
plant in our mini castle. Perhaps mother was right, and three days are the magic charm,
though at times her excitement feels as frightening as her fury.
While I play crab-sitter, Alice wanders off in search of fine shells to provide the
finishing touches to our masterpiece. The mole crabs are rapidly disappearing, abandoning
their slower, hermit brethren. I don't want to face Alice's horror should she return to
discover her precious lab-crabs vanished, and I'm absorbed in conducting a new count
when I hear a sound not unlike a chime, but harsher and sharper. Excited cries from Alice
draw me to where she disappeared over a dune. I stop in my tracks when I see my sister
kneeling in the shadow of a tall, dark figure. The silhouette rises from saffron sand, sinister
with wild hair, one arm raised above his head as if to strike, and enough brawn in his
shoulders to incapacitate a young girl the size of my sister.
"Alice!" I scream and run toward her, feet infuriatingly unsteady in the mercurial sand. I
don't think about facing the attacker myself: the only thing on my mind is that creeps really
can show up anywhere, and my sister is a pretty, if unstable, young girl.
As I run toward her, space seems to stretch and time to slow down. My progress is
slow. As the figure remains frozen, my sister begins to rise. No, Alice! I think. Stay down!
Are self-destructive tendencies another latent symptom of her manic nature? But now I
can see she's holding something in her hands-something thick and club-like-that she
struggles to raise above the stranger. Still, the figure doesn't move.
What is happening over there? Is it Alice who's attacking? Suddenly, Alice strikes, bringing
the club down with all her might.
"No!" I yell, almost upon her. What is she doing?! "Alice!" I yell as though she has
ever once responded favorably to being yelled for. A spark of fury lights the back of my
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throat when she doesn't respond. Could you not be ornery for at least five minutes?! The
blow seems to miss, and strikes just at the feet of the mysterious stranger. Then I hear it
again, that clanging chime-and with its ring, everything becomes clear. I stop just short of
Alice, whose face is slack with something between humor and relief, and stare at the
" shaded form of a large-as-life, wooden cut-out of a clown.
·
"What?!" Alice demands and gives me a side-long glance with one eyebrow raised.
I'm wild-eyed-relieved but still confused- and she misreads my alarm. "You're supposed
to hit it, idiot," she explains, rolling her eyes. "Sometimes I wonder if your brain works at
all." She chuckles to herself, and her annoyance brings things back into perspective. My
distress seems to cancel out any reaction to the barb, and I turn my attention to the curious
silhouette.
The object of Alice's violence is vibrantly colored and oddly lifelike-a smiling,
creepy circus clown, complete with over-sized shoes, red lips and unreadable, wide blue
eyes. The clown stands poised over an orange lever protruding from its enormous yellow
shoes, one hand down at his side and the other raised in an exaggerated gesture that must
have been intended as a friendly hello. In the harsh light, it looks more like he might clock
someone. A rusty bell is mounted over its head like an idea. The "club" in Alice's hands is
actually a piece of driftwood acting as a hammer that Alice again brings down upon the
lever to force a piece of metal up the track in hopes of ringing the bell. She tries again but,
this time, the piece of metal doesn't quite make it. I don't understand the look of despair in
her face-she seems close to tears.
"So I lack the brains and you lack the brawn, huh?" I can't resist teasing her-it's so
rare that Alice does anything but excel. Well, in every area but stability and social skills. She
glowers at me.
"Well fine, meat head, why don't you give it a go?" Her gaze dares me to back down,
and so, slightly cowed, I step up to the hideous thing.
Spreading my feet to get a better power stance, I pick up the piece of wood. The
damp bark feels like a sponge used too often, with a crusty, almost squishy texture. I give
the lever a whack so hard the shock vibrates up my arms. Nothing happens when the metal
strikes the bell, and I realize that I had expected something. I shake my head, sure that the
clown is just getting to me-I've always hated clowns. I take another whack, and the bell
rings out. Alice shifts, crosses her arms over her chest and scowls at me. The third time, my
strength fails and I miss. My arms are weak from exhaustion- with that noodley feeling
like you can't move anymore- and I'm unaccountably frustrated, though Alice seems oddly
pleased. Her apparent satisfaction somehow worsens my mood. "Come on," I mutter, "it's
just a dumb game. At least we hit it a couple of times-let's get outta here." I toss one last
distrustful look at the beached Bozo and struggle back to our original camp. Gathering up
our towels, we turn our backs to the sea and to the little ponds we scooped out so carefully
and happily earlier that day. The ponds are empty now, all the little crabs having burrowed
down into the safety ofthe ground while we were transfixed by the clown.
It's late. We're back at our beach house and, as we clean up after dinner, Alice will
not stop talking about the clown: "Wasn't it beautiful?" "Where did it come from?" "Will it
still be there tomorrow?" "Why was it there in the first place?'' She asks as though not
particularly interested one way or the other, but the slight glow behind her eyes betrays
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her near feverish transfixion. My mother thinks the clown washed up from a cruise ship.
My father says it could have been left there after a beach party.
Cruise ships? Beach parties? I don't buy it. Though I might throw a creepy clown
overboard if I were trapped with it at sea, I suspect few others would react with such
violence. Besides, with that ridiculous iron bell, it would definitely sink. And this stretch of
the beach is too secluded for a beach party-there are rarely even footprints. No, this
clown's arrival is a mystery, and with a shiver I hope it will have an equally mysterious
departure. I know, inexplicably, that we'll find ourselves out there again in the morning, the
organ-grind of curiosity drawing us along, but I have a crazy hope that when we arrive the
clown will be gone.
The next morning I'm saved by the rain, and the beach outing is canceled. Yet, I find
that more and more my mind strays to the clown. I stare through the window into the rain
and can't help but wonder if it's still there, its horrible blue gaze piercing the gloom. My
gaze flicks to Alice, who sits slouched in a chair near the fireplace. She's been staring at the
same spot for hours, breathing slow and eyebrows knotted in that way that always makes
me think she's going to cry. What happened to her mood from yesterday? She was
functioning almost like a normal child ...
As soon as the thought enters my mind, I glower back out the window, caught
between guilt and irritation. I know why she's moody again-it's because she can't go out
and see the clown. She always gets moody when she wants something she can't have, and I
can't help but wonder if it's really depression, like mom says, or if she's faking. I sigh. One
way or another, the house would probably be less shrouded in uncomfortable, thick
silences if she were happier.
By the middle ofthe day, Alice can barely contain her longing to see the clown again.
She constantly mentions a return to the beach-and to the clown. Finally, feeling desperate,
I agree to take her back to the clown. I don't want to admit that perhaps I feel a twinge of
curiosity myself. So, knowing our parents would in no way approve of this ridiculous
venture, we creep into the storm.
I lie on my back next to the clown and stare up at his face. There's
something... enrapturing in his ruby smile. Raindrops run in sad trails over his cheeks and
blur my vision. The brine of the beach is intensified by the heady, thick smell of rainwater
tunneling into wet sand. As the grains repeatedly shift and re-stiffen against my skin,
slowly piling themselves into a moist, climbing shell, it feels like the beach is swallowing
me.
"Soon, yes, soon he'l"l be freed from his enslavement," Alice mumbles from where she
lies beside me. I glace over at her, only mildly alarmed. She's been saying strange things like
that for a while, now-since we got here, even. While I lie there with Alice, she whispers his
tragic tale, asks me sporadically if I can hear it, too-his melodic voice in my mind. Every
once in a while, when the wind whistles against a pier in the distance, I almost think I can.
He tells us how his spirit was captured by evil men, how he was forced to entertain demons
on the ships of Hell. And how, horribly, a young demon grew tired of him and pushed him
away with such force that he fell overboard into a churning sea from which he had dared
not hope to return. "We have to break it," Alice suddenly declares and hoists herselfto her
feet.
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"What?" I stare at her. Her dark hair is knotted and tangled by the wind and matted
with sand. Her face is flushed, and her eyes light on the clown with a terrifying fury. I
wonder, not for the first time this evening, whether to take her home by force. If she's
fakihg this, something's wrong with her, anyway.
,_
"We have to break the bell," she says, breathless. "Then he'll be free! And he can
wreak vengeance on the demon who did this to him." I don't bother telling her how insane
she sounds, or that the idea sends an odd thrill down my spine.
"The bell's rusted," I say instead. "It should be doable." She doesn't seem to hear me,
and that now-familiar irritation is back. As she begins to take great, arching whacks at the
clown with a stray chunk of driftwood, I stay on the sand and reflect a moment, eyes
narrowed. For years, I have been two steps behind Alice, always making sure her path
through life is as cushioned as possible. Mother's always babied her, encouraged her manic
behavior with obscene tolerance. I feel my anger building. What is it that makes her
attitude of the last dozen years acceptable? With a grunt, and large, angry movements, I
push off the sand, stride over and rip the wood from her hands to begin smashing it at the
feet of the clown. She doesn't make a sound, merely stares at me with a wild, injured look in
her eyes, and I grin against the cold of the wind and the strength of sudden anger.
As I feel myselflosing power, Alice begins to nag at me.
"Give it back!" she shrieks. I ignore her-let's see how she likes it. The panic in her
face lights a giggle in my chest.
"''ve almost got it," I shout. I feel sudden renewed vigor and raise the club high over
my head. Alice puts a hand to her throat and seems to clutch at her windpipe in pain.
"Let me do it," she begs, voice soft against the gale. My gaze is held by the blue of the
clown's glowing eyes as I sense, rather than see, my target.
"You get everything, Alice!" I shout over my shoulder, lost in the storm and the
adrenaline of, for once, doing what I want, and not what my sister wants. "You're spoiled
rotten, and a total faker!"
"I am not!" she's sobbing. "I try to be nice ... " the end comes out a whimper, but all I
can think is that when we were little, she used to threaten me with the devil and the moon.
"You're not nice, Alice! You're a mean little girl, and when we were little I thought
your heart was black!" I hear a little gasp, a hiccup of a sob, but carry on swinging the club. I
imagine the clown's pride as I bring the club smashing down with all my might. Alice
crumples to the ground. As she falls, my mind goes oddly numb, transported to the day
before we left for the beach. We're going to have to be careful with Alice, my mother had told
me. Apparently, the doctor had confirmed what we all knew: Alice is unstable, with a
tendency toward severe manic depression, neuroticism, self-destruction and even suicide. I
didn't pay much attention, and as I watch Alice's knees buckle I wonder why that was. I
turn in a panic to the clown, snapped from my trance as it tips toward my little sister. I let
out a shriek as the clown opens its enormous mouth.
The rest I don't think I will ever remember in detail. It's been almost a year, and I've
decided perhaps I don't want to remember past the blur of horrible images. I sit in the
windowsill of my bedroom, back home in Philly. The clown toppled over toward Alice,
crushed her into the sand. The clang of its bell was a mind-splitting shriek that filled the air.
For one moment, I see them there, Alice lying stunned, only her eyes visible through the
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away with such force that he fell overboard into a churning sea from which he had dared
not hope to return. "We have to break it," Alice suddenly declares and hoists herselfto her
feet.
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"What?" I stare at her. Her dark hair is knotted and tangled by the wind and matted
with sand. Her face is flushed, and her eyes light on the clown with a terrifying fury. I
wonder, not for the first time this evening, whether to take her home by force. If she's
fakihg this, something's wrong with her, anyway.
,_
"We have to break the bell," she says, breathless. "Then he'll be free! And he can
wreak vengeance on the demon who did this to him." I don't bother telling her how insane
she sounds, or that the idea sends an odd thrill down my spine.
"The bell's rusted," I say instead. "It should be doable." She doesn't seem to hear me,
and that now-familiar irritation is back. As she begins to take great, arching whacks at the
clown with a stray chunk of driftwood, I stay on the sand and reflect a moment, eyes
narrowed. For years, I have been two steps behind Alice, always making sure her path
through life is as cushioned as possible. Mother's always babied her, encouraged her manic
behavior with obscene tolerance. I feel my anger building. What is it that makes her
attitude of the last dozen years acceptable? With a grunt, and large, angry movements, I
push off the sand, stride over and rip the wood from her hands to begin smashing it at the
feet of the clown. She doesn't make a sound, merely stares at me with a wild, injured look in
her eyes, and I grin against the cold of the wind and the strength of sudden anger.
As I feel myselflosing power, Alice begins to nag at me.
"Give it back!" she shrieks. I ignore her-let's see how she likes it. The panic in her
face lights a giggle in my chest.
"''ve almost got it," I shout. I feel sudden renewed vigor and raise the club high over
my head. Alice puts a hand to her throat and seems to clutch at her windpipe in pain.
"Let me do it," she begs, voice soft against the gale. My gaze is held by the blue of the
clown's glowing eyes as I sense, rather than see, my target.
"You get everything, Alice!" I shout over my shoulder, lost in the storm and the
adrenaline of, for once, doing what I want, and not what my sister wants. "You're spoiled
rotten, and a total faker!"
"I am not!" she's sobbing. "I try to be nice ... " the end comes out a whimper, but all I
can think is that when we were little, she used to threaten me with the devil and the moon.
"You're not nice, Alice! You're a mean little girl, and when we were little I thought
your heart was black!" I hear a little gasp, a hiccup of a sob, but carry on swinging the club. I
imagine the clown's pride as I bring the club smashing down with all my might. Alice
crumples to the ground. As she falls, my mind goes oddly numb, transported to the day
before we left for the beach. We're going to have to be careful with Alice, my mother had told
me. Apparently, the doctor had confirmed what we all knew: Alice is unstable, with a
tendency toward severe manic depression, neuroticism, self-destruction and even suicide. I
didn't pay much attention, and as I watch Alice's knees buckle I wonder why that was. I
turn in a panic to the clown, snapped from my trance as it tips toward my little sister. I let
out a shriek as the clown opens its enormous mouth.
The rest I don't think I will ever remember in detail. It's been almost a year, and I've
decided perhaps I don't want to remember past the blur of horrible images. I sit in the
windowsill of my bedroom, back home in Philly. The clown toppled over toward Alice,
crushed her into the sand. The clang of its bell was a mind-splitting shriek that filled the air.
For one moment, I see them there, Alice lying stunned, only her eyes visible through the
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clown's hair as he forces her into the sand. In one great gulp of the beach, they were both
gone.
I shift, an unread book bent backward over my knees. My last clear memory of that
night is leaving the house to see the clown with Alice, though remnants of other halfremembered horrors claw at my mind. I sat up, sank my hands into the soft sand, searching
for stability, and looked around. Alice was asleep beside me. My hands clench on the spine of
my book. I can hear mom downstairs in the kitchen, and there's still something sad in every
clink or creak of her footsteps. She hasn't spoken to me since we got back. I wonder how
much she's put together of what happened. I wonder how much of what I remember is even
true. I reached over to Alice from where I sat by her bed, back at the beach house the next
morning, shook her roughly by the shoulder. It was already noon. She didn 't so much as
twitch. I repeated the gesture for hours, eyes wide, heart pounding and mind horrifically
blank. She was still breathing.
I wonder again-as I have wondered every day, every moment, since coming
home-what possessed me to take her out, into the storm. Was it because the clown made
her smile? Or because ringing that bell was the first thing I've done better than my genius,
crazy sister? The sun set slowly behind us as father scooped Alice in his arms and we silently
made our way back home. I couldn't guess how long it took him to find us after the storm died
down. When I woke up, it was to him tapping my shoulder, sky lit with a clear, fiery dusk, no
sign of the furious gale Alice and I had stumbled into. With only a twinge of worried
hesitation, I looked at my little sister as father scooped her out of the sand's embrace. She
hung limp. I couldn't see a mark on her.
"We're going to the hospital!" Dad calls up from downstairs. Of course-it's 11:30.
Mom and Dad are going to visit Alice in the hospital.
"All right! Bye!" I shout back. There's a pause, and I know what he's going to ask
before he asks it.
"You sure you don't want to come? I'm sure she'd love it if you did." No, she
wouldn't.
"No thanks, Dad." He doesn't bother asking again, and I hear the door close behind
them, the car pull out of the gravel driveway and roar down the road. Alice hasn't woken up
since we got back from the beach. Doctors don't seem to know what's wrong with herthey say she probably hit her head in the storm. I wonder if maybe she just doesn't want to
wake up. I haven't gone to see her in the hospital once. I can't. Alice isn't awake to tell me
it's my fault, but we both know.
My book slides off my lap and clatters to the floor. The sound, for some reason,
wakes me from my depressed stupor. I remember again that it's 12:00, and in a panic, leap
from my seat and race to my bed, where I curl under my covers and clap my hands over my
ears. The church bells ring at noon. The rich, low tones reverberate through the windows,
instant transportation to that night on the beach, and bleed through my comforter. I clap
my hands vainly over my ears.
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Missing: A Single Particle of Light
By Cecilia Philips
A single particle of light was sent back
through time in Queensland, Australia
to interact with its older self
as eager physicists watched.
The photon observed its own evolution,
puzzling over the appropriate questions
that one should ask themselves, if ever
they met face-to face.
What have I learned?
Is too broad and the quantum mechanics
handbook strictly forbids time travel interactions
that fall in the realm of the Grandfather Paradox
which would erase both photons
from every family Christmas card
and memory and existence
leaving the light particle with the task
of warping the fabric of space-time
to create a wormhole, which is not as easy
as drawing a line on a piece of paper, folding it
in half and poking a hole to connect the ends
like your intro to quantum physics textbook says.
Any physicist can explain the inherit instability
of wormholes. Better luck traveling
by flying pig, or a re-vamped sports car
driven during a lightning storm.
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Glory Box
By Kalyn Dunkins
Flowing freely,
"nappy twists and locks,
· without a care in the world.
In silence I watch with defeat:
With what voice do I have to comment?
Or possession of a breath to inhale?
I've only eyes that sit stiff, fixed upon .you,
of your lips that curve at the corners,
assuring creases. My chest, inflamed,
bats berserk in the cave below my bosom,
as Venus catches fire and burns.
Subsiding the awe, I return the favor.
Flowing freely,
sleek, straight, silk feathers,
without a care in the world.
Unattainable wings spread wide, then
contract close. Fuzzes are painted
across the sky, onlookers of the ground only
wishing to be as close to the clouds as these
beauties. I have wished to be as close
to the moon we watched that warm night with
music-as close as you, Jay, blue and abundant,
limitless. The fool in me wants to cage you;
The wise in me admires your flight.
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Watercolors in the Park
By Jonathan Huang
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Portions and Parcels
By Antrim Ross
Oh, iny little lotus eater,_ who sips petals out of tea cups
· and whose lips are sometimes sugared
by the stains of furtive sweetshow sad that I should be forgetful,
who drinks bitter smoke and spiceshow sad that I am always sleeping
while you walk the shore awake.
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